MM GO EAST GMBH
Reliable logistics for the
former CIS states

www.mm-goeast.de

THINKING ECOLOGICALLY – ACTIVELY REDUCING CO2. We plant one tree per calendar day

GO EAST

Reliable logistics for the former CIS states
Our GO EAST destinations:

 Armenia

 Mongolia

 Azerbaijan

 Russia

 Georgia

 Tajikistan

 Kazakhstan

 Turkmenistan

 Kyrgyzstan

 Ukraine

 Moldova

 Uzbekistan
 Belarus
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MM GO EAST GMBH
About us

MM Go East GmbH is an international transport and
logistics company, whose main focus is shipments to
Russia and the CIS states. Along with our partners and a
large network of contacts, MM Go East GmbH offers you
worldwide transport solutions. Our location in Kelsterbach,
very close to Frankfurt airport, means we can offer fast
response times.
Our strength: CIS Airfreight
The core skills of our company are international air freight
and transports to the states of the former Soviet Union.
The range of services is supplemented by road freight,
heavy goods transport, sea freight, customs clearance
and express deliveries. Whether it is parcel shipments or
project business – along with our partners we can deliver
nationwide in all CIS states, regardless of the mode of
transport. Our speciality is the fastest possible delivery of
spare parts and tools to your customers or fitters on site.
We can also look after forwarding the tools to the next
location or retrieving faulty parts for you.
Our strength: Owner-operated
We are an owner-operated company and as such, are
not hampered by bureaucracy, so we can react quickly.
Permanent partnerships in Russia and the CIS states,
some of which have been in existence for over 20 years,
guarantee smooth processes. Our employees have many
years of experience in Russian shipping and therefore also
know all the pitfalls that can occur during an export or
import shipment.
Employees who have Russian as their mother tongue are
also available at MM Go East GmbH to advise and assist
you. This means we can also handle the communication
with your customer in Russia or translate documents in
order to prevent any misunderstandings and problems
with the dispatch.
We hear again and again from new customers that exports
to Russia and the CIS countries are so problematic. But
this is not true if you work with our professionals. Our
worldwide clientele has trusted our team and our reliable

and dependable service to these countries for a long time.
Convince yourself that exports to these countries can be
carried out easily and on schedule with the right partner at
your side.
Our strength: sustainability
THINKING ECOLOGICALLY – ACTIVELY REDUCING CO2
The issue of environmental pollution is playing an
increasingly important role, particularly in the area of
transport and freight traffic. We make our contribution to
the sustainable use of our environment and raw materials
and would like to create a regional balance.
This sees us getting involved in ecological projects, among
others with HessenForst Forestry Office Groß-Gerau and
planting one tree per calendar day around Frankfurt
Airport, thereby actively helping to reduce CO2 emissions.
Service overview – air transport:
 Top air cargo rates to all destination airports
 DDP service / replacement part shipping, guarantee
deliveries, free subsequent deliveries etc.
 Shipping and return of assembly tools
 On-board courier service
 Trade fair transport / subsequent delivery of trade fair
goods
 Customs clearance and forwarding of goods subject to
duty at various airports
 Combination of air cargo and road transport
Service overview – land transport:
 DDP service / replacement part shipping, guarantee
deliveries, free subsequent deliveries etc.
 Import / export
 Partial and complete loads / special trips
 Transport of consolidated cargo
 Transport of hazardous goods
 Transport of especially bulky goods
 Project logistics (heavy and specialist transport,
drafting of individual transport concepts)

Call us on +49 (0) 6107 40760 or send us an e-mail at request@mm-goeast.de
and join us in planning the dispatching process.

DDP SHIPPING

Free domicile delivery with our DDP service
We offer a comprehensive DDP service to Russia
and into the CIS states via:
 On-board courier
 Express
 Air cargo
 Special truck delivery
 Consolidated cargo truck delivery

Express shipping
Your shipment is urgent, but receipt within 1 – 2 days
via on-board courier is not necessary or, due to the weight,
the content or the dimensions, not capable of being de
livered via on-board courier?
With MM Go East you can choose between different
shipping times while using our DDP service. This
enables you to save money, depending on the transit
time required.
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We examine all alternatives for you, choosing between
the following options:
 On-board courier
 Air freight / customs clearance / on-board-courier
or special trip
 Express shipping
 Air cargo
 Charter
 Special truck delivery

EVERY MINUTE COUNTS
Line / assembly standstill

Trained on-board couriers bring your urgent shipments
onto the next possible scheduled flight. At the destination/
airport these shipments can be customs cleared on
request and delivered free domicile.
Depending on destination, our transport times varies
between 12 and 36 hours.
In this way all types of goods can be transported, so far
these do not breach import and export regulations or
aviation regulations for passenger luggage.
The customs clearance of order goods is also possible in
prior arrangement with the recipient.

ASSEMBLY TEAMS IN RUSSIA
Assembly planning in Russia
For 10 years now we have been supplying assembly
teams on site with necessary replacement parts, tools
and hazardous goods required for assembly, to the full
satisfaction of our customers.
The choice of different transit times enables you to ensure
smooth-running work assignments for your assembly and
construction teams.
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This means that you save time and money, as you are able
to complete the plant/machine for your customers on time.
We guarantee that you will have no troublesome waiting
times and delays.
In addition, we can also retrieve the required tools and
faulty parts or transport the tools directly to the next
assembly site.

PROJECT LOGISTICS IS TEAMWORK
Teamwork is our strength

With our project logistics business field we supply you with
a complete package for your logistics requirements.
All of the specialist areas of MM Go East come together
here like gear wheels, resulting in a functioning clockwork
movement.
We not only offer you a transport solution from A to B
but also take care of everything else relating to your
assignment.
Do you need storage for your goods at the destination, or
intermediate storage? Do you have special requirements
before, during or after transportation?
Here at MM Go East we offer you an all-round service
for your logistics project. Contact us and we will find a
suitable solution for you together.

TRADE FAIR

You are planning to take part in a trade fair in Russia
The professional planning and successful realisation of
a trade fair event is only possible with a logistics provider
with necessary degree of expertise and competence in the
respective country where the fair is to be held. Transport
to the trade fair and professional handling on site is a key
prerequisite for this. Combining and planning this with you
to ensure that your trade fair event leads to the desired
success is our goal.
We take care of the complete fair event, or merely focus
on the supply or follow-up delivery of consumables.
Experience shows that this is an area where complications
often arise with other logistics companies, and there is a
nasty surprise if the stand is assembled and ready but the
advertising material is not available because of customs
clearance issues.
Our years of experience, first-class foreign contacts and
expertise as well as staff accomplished in the respective
language ensure that you, as exhibitor, can focus on your
actual tasks, namely a successful trade fair presence and
the support of your customers.

Instead of having to welcome your customers with a
temporary arrangement due to missing consumables and
advertising materials or even the delayed arrival of the fair
stand itself.

AIR CARGO

Shipping with or without forwarding to the recipient
We offer you top conditions for air freight shipping to all
destination airports into the CIS states.
In addition, we can also use air freight to serve
destinations such as Norilsk, Vladivostok, Komsomolsk,
Khabarovsk or the island of Sachalin, which are almost
impossible to reach by truck.

Deliveries from the airport to the recipient are also
possible, regardless of whether these have cleared
customs or are dutiable goods.
A cost-benefit analysis is drawn up for each offer to
determine whether it is advantageous (or cheaper) for
our customer to transport the shipment by truck.

TRUCK

ROAD TRANSPORT OF ALL KINDS INTO THE CIS STATES
We offer you consolidated cargo and direct transport via
truck from Germany and Europe into the CIS states, at
reasonable conditions.
We are also able to arrange special transport and project
logistics. A cost-benefit analysis is drawn up for each offer
to determine whether it is advantageous (or cheaper) for
our customer to transport the shipment by air.

Our services:
 One-stop service, beginning with planning and cost
optimisation, as well as the realisation of the actual
transport of large machinery
 Assembly lines or site relocations on all possible
transport options via road, air and sea
 Support of the supply chain during a project with
options for storage, packing, order picking and shipping
 Rail
 Truck / Special transport / Special trips / Grouped cargo
 Air cargo
 Charter
 Express and on-board courier / emergency logistics
Our dedicated, bilingual and experienced team deals
with every challenge that the realisation of your cargo
project brings with it.

MM Go East – we guarantee timely delivery.

Call us on +49 (0) 6107 40760 or send us an e-mail at request@mm-goeast.de
and join us in planning the dispatching process.

www.mm-goeast.de

MM Go East GmbH
Kleiner Kornweg 32a
65451 Kelsterbach
GERMANY
Tel. +49 (0) 6107 4076-0
Fax +49 (0) 6107 4076-20
request@mm-goeast.de
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